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Perspective on the Formation of the

Pareto 80/20 Distribution
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Abstract— The Pareto 80/20 principle is extensively cited in1

discussing social distribution and is usually applied to explain2

phenomena in economics. However, little in the literature inves-3

tigates the driving force of such phenomena. The known driving4

force may help decision makers be proactive in administering5

a society before it becomes unsustainable. The environments-6

classes, agents, roles, groups, and objects (E-CARGO) model7

and the role-based collaboration (RBC) methodology assist the8

formalization of group role assignment (GRA) problem, which9

models and solves the optimization problem for a group of agents10

to play a set of roles from the team’s perspective. Based on GRA,11

this article proposes a new way to investigate social develop-12

ment/distribution problems, such as the Pareto 80/20 principle,13

with computational social simulations. The proposed method is14

verified by experiments. This article reveals a social paradox:15

Emphasizing individual differences inevitably leads to rapid16

social wealth accumulation and polarization and ignoring such17

disparities certainly causes slow social wealth accumulation.18

Index Terms— Environments-classes, agents, roles, groups, and19

objects (E-CARGO), group role assignment (GRA), role-based20

collaboration (RBC), social development, social distribution,21

the Pareto 80/20 rule.22

NOMENCLATURE23

A Agent set.
R Role set.
m Size of the agent set.
n Size of the role set.
ai An element in A.
r j An element in R .
0 ≤ i, i0, i1, . . . ,<m Indices of agents.
0 ≤ j , j0, j1, . . . ,<n Indices of roles.
Q A qualification matrix.
GRA Group role assignment.
T An assignment matrix in GRA.
T ∗ Resulted assignment matrix of

GRA.
σ ∗ Optimal group performance of

GRA.
24
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σ ∗
20 Total Q values of the top 20% assigned agents.

Le An agent energy vector (m-dimensional) to inform
the relative energy of the corresponding agent.

δ Role assignment incentive value from the group’s
perspective.

Za Number of assigned agents with zero Q values.
ε Maximum deviation of an agent’s energy.
ρ Number of reassignments for the top 20% of agents

to contribute 80% of the group performance.
25

I. INTRODUCTION 26

THE Pareto 80/20 principle [1], [2] states that for many 27

outcomes, roughly 80% of consequences come from 20% 28

of the causes. Other names for this principle are the 80/20 rule, 29

the law of the vital few, or the principle of factor sparsity. This 30

principle is highly cited and applied in discussing economic 31

and social problems, especially in distribution problems, that 32

is, 20% of the people occupy 80% of the wealth. More 33

80/20 phenomena can be found, e.g., 20% of input produces 34

80% of output; 20% of people accomplish 80% of the whole 35

work; or 20% of people in a country occupies 80% of the 36

whole wealth of the country. 37

Recent research states that such an uneven distribution 38

becomes even worse, e.g., 90/10, 50/5, 30/2, or 25/1 [3]. 39

Some argue that the 80/20 rule does not hold for some 40

societies [4]. However, there are few researchers investigating 41

how social development finally creates such a phenomenon, 42

because it seems that such a phenomenon cannot be controlled 43

by humans. It is highly challenging and complex due to the 44

lack of formalization tools. 45

Thanks to the environments-classes, agents, roles, groups, 46

and objects (E-CARGO) model and the role-based collabo- 47

ration (RBC) methodology [5], [6] that have been proposed 48

as a well-specified method to investigate complex problems 49

in collaboration and societies (Fig. 1). They are a good fit 50

to model and analyze social problems, which are no doubt 51

complex. This article tries to understand the procedure for a 52

society’s development to finally follow the 80/20 rule and how 53

such a phenomenon occurs in the operation of a society. 54

In this article, we verify that the 80/20 rule states a natural 55

phenomenon, which is not a one-time event but is formed 56

by a continuous operation of a society. Our work explains 57

the reason why the 80/20 rule does not hold for some 58

societies, i.e., the investigated societies have not collected 59
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Fig. 1. E-CARGO is a tool to investigate the world.

enough role reassignments, or such societies disappear before60

the 80/20 rule becomes true [4]. We also reveal the factors that61

affect the development of the 80/20 distribution. Such factors62

can be used by administrators of societies or organizations to63

maintain a healthy social or organizational development.64

Through different simulations, we reveal interesting findings65

including the following.66

1) The 80/20 principle is impossible when a society is67

formed at the beginning.68

2) The 80/20 phenomenon is produced by continuously69

optimized reassignments of roles to the people (agents)70

in a society.71

3) The formation of the 80/20 distribution can be slow72

or fast due to different incentives. The most important73

factor in the formation speed of the 80/20 distribution74

is the individual differences.75

4) The 80/20 principle holds because worse distributions76

make the society unsustainable.77

5) This article reveals a social paradox: emphasizing indi-78

vidual differences inevitably leads to rapid social wealth79

accumulation and polarization and ignoring such dispar-80

ities certainly causes slow social wealth accumulation.81

This article is arranged as follows. Section II specifies the82

80/20 rule with GRA [7] by briefly introducing E-CARGO and83

GRA. Section III states the basic assumptions and the major84

considerations in the simulation design. Section IV presents85

the simulation results. Section V discusses the social meanings86

reflected by the simulation results. Section VI reviews the87

related work. Section VII concludes this article and points88

out the potential future work.89

II. GROUP ROLE ASSIGNMENT90

Simply, GRA is an abstract problem that optimizes the role91

assignment of a group of agents from the team’s perspective.92

With the help of E-CARGO [5]–[12], GRA can be formally93

defined as in Definition 1. To understand the major work of this94

article, we clarify that roles can be taken as entities that express95

both rights and responsibilities, and the role set is denoted as96

R ; agents are autonomous entities that can play roles, and97

the agent set is denoted as A; role (agent) assignment is a98

tuple of an agent and a role, i.e., �a, r� (a ∈ A, r ∈ R ); N99

denotes the set of nonnegative integers, i.e., {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .};100

m ∈ N (=|A|); n ∈ N (=|R |); i ∈ A = {0, 1, . . . , m − 1}101

and j ∈ R = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} are agent and role indices,102

respectively.103

Definition 1 [7]: Given A (|A| = m), R (|R | = n), Q, and 104

L, GRA is to find T to obtain 105

max σ =
n−1∑
j=0

m−1∑
i=0

Q[i, j ] × T [i, j ] 106

s.t. T [i, j ] ∈ {0, 1}, (i ∈ A, j ∈ R) (1) 107

m−1∑
i=0

T [i, j ] = L[ j ], ( j ∈ R) (2) 108

n−1∑
j=0

T [i, j ] ≤ 1, (i ∈ A) (3) 109

where Q is the qualification matrix that expresses the suit- 110

ability of an agent for a role, i.e., Q[i, j ] ∈ [0, 1]; T is an 111

assignment matrix, i.e., T [i, j ] = 1 means that agent i is 112

assigned to role j and T [i, j ] = 0 means the opposite; and L 113

is a vector that represents the numbers of agents required for 114

each role, i.e., L[ j ] ∈ N . Constraint (1) informs that role i can 115

be assigned agent j or not; (2) means that role j is workable; 116

and (3) indicates that each agent is assigned at most one role. 117

Definitions 2–4 are used to formally define the top 20% 118

assigned agents so as to define the top 20% agents’ contribu- 119

tion or wealth distribution. 120

Definition 2: The ordered assigned Q value vector by 121

assignment matrix T , denoted as QO(T ), is a
∑n−1

j=0 L[ j ]– 122

dimensional vector, where ∀(0 ≤ i1, i2 <
∑n−1

j=0 L[ j ]) ∃(0 ≤ 123

j1 	= j2, j1, j2 < n)(T [i1, j1] × T [i2, j2] = 1), (i1 < i2)) → 124

(QO(T )[i1] ≥ QO(T )[i2]). 125

Definition 3: The ordered top 20% assigned Q value 126

vector by assignment matrix T , denoted as QO20%(T ) is 127

an �m × 20%– dimensional vector, where QO20%(T )[i ] = 128

QO(T )[i ](i ≤ �m × 20%). 129

Definition 4: The top 20% assigned agent index set by 130

assignment matrix T , denoted as A20%(T ) ⊂ A, is defined 131

as all the agent indices that have a Q value in QO20%(T ), i.e., 132

∀i ∈ A20%(T )(∃ j ∈ R, Q[i, j ] ∈ QO20%(T ), T [i ][ j ] = 1). 133

For example, if m = 150 and
∑n−1

j=0 L[ j ] = m, the top 20% 134

agents, i.e., A20%(T ∗) means the top 30 assigned agents with 135

the first 30 highest assigned Q values. 136

We use T ∗ to express the assignment matrix obtained 137

by Definition 1, and σ ∗ = ∑m−1
i=0

∑n−1
j=0 Q[i, j ] × T ∗[i, j ]. 138

We use σ ∗
20 = ∑

i∈A20%(T ∗)
∑n−1

j=0 Q[i, j ] × T ∗[i, j ] to express 139

the contribution or wealth distribution of the top 20% 140

agents. 141

Note that the social meanings of the Q matrix can be vari- 142

ous, e.g., the qualifications or the competencies of an agent on 143

a role. Such qualifications or competencies can be translated 144

to the ability to contribute or acquire wealth. According to the 145

principle of “working more and getting more,” the qualification 146

values can also be explained as the individual gains out of the 147

group’s outcome. Therefore, the social meaning of σ can be 148

the whole investment/input or the whole production/output of 149

a society. 150

With the help of GRA, we may formally define the 80/20 151

rule. With such formalization, we can provide an exact result 152

that might be applied in decision making. 153
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Definition 5: The Pareto 80/20 rule in GRA is that the top154

20% assigned agents’ performance is about 80% of the team155

performance. That is, σ ∗
20 ≈ σ ∗× 80%.156

We need to emphasize that under the assumption of GRA,157

the 80/20 rule is not true at the beginning. It is impossible to158

make this rule work for an initially formed group because one159

agent contributes at most 1.0 to the group performance σ .160

With our initial experiments on 100 random GRA cases,161

m = 150, n = 10, Q[i, j ] ∈ [0, 1] are evenly distributed162

random numbers, and L[ j ] = 15 ( j ∈ R), the maximum163

(Max), average (Ave), and minimum (Min) rate of the top164

20% (30 in this case) agents’ contributions is 22%, 21.79%,165

and 21%, respectively. We can state a theorem as follows.166

Theorem 1: Suppose that the Q values are random num-167

bers evenly distributed among agents and roles and m =168 ∑n−1
j=0 L[ j ]. The Pareto 80/20 rule is not true for GRA in the169

sense of group performance.170

Proof: m = ∑n−1
j=0 L[ j ]. There are two extreme cases: 1)171

n = m and L[ j ] = 1( j ∈ R) and 2) n = 1 and L[0] = m.172

For 1), the values of 1/m, 2/m, . . . , and 1 are evenly and173

randomly scattered among m agents for each role in Q.174

∵ GRA is to find an optimized T ∗ matrix.175

∴ σ ∗ = m and σ ∗
20 = m× 20%, and σ ∗

20/σ
∗ = 20%.176

For 2), the values of 1/m, 2/m, . . . , and 1 are evenly and177

randomly scattered among m agents in an m× 1 matrix Q.178

∵ σ ∗ = 1 + (m − 1)/m + (m − 2)/m + · · · + 1/m179

= (m + 1)/2 and180

σ ∗
20 = [1 + (m − 1)/m + (m − 2)/m + · · ·181

+ (m − �m × 20% + 1)]/m182

= 0.2m×(1.8m + 1)/(2m) = 0.1 × (1.8m + 1)183

∴ σ ∗
20/σ

∗ = 0.2 × (1.8m + 1)/(m + 1) ≤ lim
m→∞ 0.2184

× (1.8m + 1)/(m + 1) = 0.36.185

∴ σ ∗
20/σ

∗ ∈ (0.2, 0.36).186

∴ The 80/20 distribution is impossible.187

Theorem 1 is proven.188

Evidently, the initial experiments support the estimation in189

the proof of Theorem 1.190

III. SIMULATION ASSUMPTIONS AND DESIGN191

A. Assumptions192

Theorem 1 means that in a society it is impossible for 20%193

of people to contribute 80% of the society’s output. That is,194

any society at the beginning does not support the 80/20 rule.195

Then, we may conjecture that the 80/20 phenomenon hap-196

pens after a long-term operation. Such a long-term operation197

involves a series of social activities. We use the reassignment198

of roles plus the change of agent qualifications to express199

the social activities. We can also use the group performance,200

i.e., σ ∗, as the result or output of these social activities. The201

individual performance is expressed by the qualification values202

of agents on the assigned roles. From GRA, we can think of203

other factors that affect the contributions of agents to a team.204

The simulations are based on the following assumptions.205

1) The number of agents in a society does not change. 206

This is reasonable because a tiny partial replace- 207

ment (leaving and joining) can be ignored. For exam- 208

ple, Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) 209

[https://www.acm.org/] has members about 100 000 for 210

many years and IEEE Systems, Man, and Cybernet- 211

ics SMC) Society [https://ieeesmc.org/] has members 212

between 4000 and 5000 for many years. 213

2) This society is organized by optimizing the whole 214

performance. That is, the administrators or board of 215

governors (BOG) of society encourage the optimizations 216

of GRA. Note that, in a society, the administrators may 217

not have the GRA optimization tool, but they try to 218

maximize the whole performance with their conventional 219

ways, e.g., humanistic, psychological, and social, and 220

most of the cases, they believe that their decisions are 221

optimized. 222

3) Agents are different [13], [14]. The differences may be 223

of ability or energy. 224

4) The qualification (Q) values of agents are changing 225

based on individual differences. 226

The above assumptions are rational because each has cor- 227

responding social facts. Therefore, we can confirm that the 228

simulations based on these assumptions are acceptable. 229

B. Design 230

In the simulations, we hope to find hints in the following 231

aspects: 1) setting pertinent parameters for the energy levels; 232

2) find an appropriate method to compute individual contribu- 233

tion to (distribution from) the team; and 3) find the method to 234

collect the individual contributions of the 20% part. 235

In Simulations 1–6, the qualification values of agents on 236

roles will be randomly created initially and updated by 237

Q[i, j ](t + 1) 238

=
{

Q[i, j ](t) × (1 + Le[i ]) × δ, (T [i, j ](t) = 1)
Q[i, j ](t) × (1 + Le[i ]), (T [i, j ](t) = 0)

239

(i ∈ A, j ∈ R) (4) 240

where t = 0, 1, . . . , k to mean the t th reassignment and Q(0) 241

means the initial Q. The meanings of this setting include the 242

following. 243

1) The Q values change according to the agents’ energy 244

value, i.e., ×(1 + Le[i ]), which means that more efforts 245

increase qualifications and has a similar meaning to that 246

of the compound interests of banks. 247

2) The Q values on the assigned roles change more than 248

unassigned roles, i.e., ×δ, which is a social factor in 249

tuning the qualification values for the assigned agents; 250

and other than the initial Q, an individual Q value 251

(i.e., Q[i, j ](t)(t > 0)) in the updated Q matrix can 252

be more than 1 due to the energy and persistence during 253

reassignments. 254

In (4), we introduce an energy value for agents. Le[i ] ∈ 255

[−ε, ε] means the relative energy value of agent i (i ∈ A) 256

to reflect that agents are different. We use ε to express the 257

largest energy deviation from average (e.g., 1) for individual 258
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TABLE I

SIMULATION 1: ONE RANDOM GROUP

agents. For example, suppose that ordinary people work 8 h a259

day (Le[i ] = 0), some diligent people may work 16 h a day260

(Le[i ] = 1), but others may work only 2 h a day (Le[i ] =261

−0.75). We believe that ε ∈ [0, 1], because a person working262

more than 16 h may not be sustainable.263

IV. SIMULATION DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTS264

A. Simulation 1265

In this simulation, Q[i, j ](0) ∈ [0, 1] (i ∈ A, j ∈ R)266

and follows the uniform distribution, i.e., U (0, 1). A random267

example in Table I shows that after the sixth reassignment,268

20% of the team members contribute more than 80% of the269

team performance. In this simulation, we use m = 156,270

n = 4, L = {1, 5, 25, 125},
∑3

j=0 L[ j ] = m = 156,271

Le ∈ [−1, 1]( j ∈ R ), and δ = 1.1. The meanings of this272

simulation include the following.273

1) The team is composed of the maximum number (the274

Dunbar number [15]) for people to handle in their social275

networks.276

2) The positions are hierarchically organized and each277

higher rank agent manages 5 at the lower rank (The278

magic number in psychology, i.e., 7+/−2 [16]. Note that279

this factor is only used for setting L but not used for280

assignment.).281

3) The agents’ energy values are evenly distributed from282

very lazy, i.e., −1, to very energetic, i.e., 1.283

4) There is one incentive factor expressed by δ to express284

the encouragement of taking roles.285

Table I presents the development of the distributions changing286

from 27/20 to 82/20. To simplify descriptions, we denote ρ as287

the reassignment times for the top 20% of agents to contribute288

≥80% of the group performance. That is, if ρ = 8, we mean289

that after the eighth reassignment, the 80/20 distribution290

occurs. We test 100 random cases (Fig. 2). The maximum,291

average, and minimum ρs are 10, 6, and 5, respectively.292

B. Simulation 2293

Now, let us check the impact of individual (Le) and col-294

lective (δ) factors. We conduct another simulation by setting295

Le[i ] ∈ [−0.5, 0.5](i ∈ A) and δ = 1.05 and keeping296

others the same as those in Simulation 1. Table II presents297

the development of the distributions changing from 28/20 to298

81/20 in Simulation 2.299

We also try 100 random cases (Fig. 3). The ρ is 13, 10, and300

8 for the maximum, average, and minimum, respectively.301

Fig. 2. Simulation 1: Reassignments for 80/20 distribution.

TABLE II

SIMULATION 2: ONE RANDOM GROUP

Fig. 3. Simulation 2: Reassignments for 80/20 distribution.

C. Simulation 3 302

In this simulation, we keep all the settings in Simulation 1, 303

but only change the number of m>
∑3

j=0 L[ j ] = 156. 304

We change m from 156 + 16(=156 × 10%) = 172, with 305

a step of 16, to 316. We compress the data into three figures 306

(Figs. 4–6), the maximum, average, and minimum ρs. The top 307

right legends mean the range of Le[i ] (i ∈ A). 308

Form Figs. 4–6, we notice that the higher the Le values, 309

the faster for a group to obtain the 80/20 distribution. The more 310

agents that have no assigned roles, the faster for a group to 311

approach 80/20. However, the impact degree of the Le values 312

is much more evident than the number of idle agents. 313

D. Simulation 4 314

Following Simulation 3, we set evenly distributed Le[i ] ∈ 315

[−0.5, 0.5](i ∈ A) and change δ from 1.05 to 1.10 with a step 316

of 0.01 for different ms from 172 to 316 with a step of 16. 317

It is interesting to conclude that the factor δ does not affect 318

notably the ρs. Table III shows two sets of the collected data. 319
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Fig. 4. Simulation 3: Maximum ρs.

Fig. 5. Simulation 3: Average ρs.

Fig. 6. Simulation 3: Minimum ρs.

E. Simulation 5320

In the simulation, we use Q[i, j ](0) ∈ [0.5, 1] to mean321

that all the agents are initially well qualified for every role in322

the group. We use the same settings as those in Simulation 3.323

Table IV expresses the results for δ = 1.05 and Le[i ] ∈ [−0.5,324

0.5] (i ∈ A).325

Compared with the case for Q[i, j ](0) ∈ [0, 1] simulations326

in Simulation 3, there are recognized differences. That is, the327

groups with an initial value range of Q[i, j ](0) ∈ [0.5, 1]328

need one or two more role reassignment than the groups329

in Q[i, j ](0) ∈ [0, 1] to approach the 80/20 distribution,330

approximately (10 − 9)/9 = 11% slower on average. That is331

to say, if the groups have more qualified individual agents,332

the 80/20 distribution needs more reassignments.333

TABLE III

COMPARISON BETWEEN TWO DIFFERENT δS

TABLE IV

COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT INITIAL Q VALUE RANGES

TABLE V

COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT INITIAL Q VALUE
AND Le VALUE DISTRIBUTIONS

F. Simulation 6 334

In the simulation, Q[i, j ](0) ∈ [0, 1] (i ∈ A, j ∈ R) 335

(Gaussian distribution with the mean = 0.5 and the standard 336

deviation = 0.21) and Le[i ] ∈ [−0.5, 0.5] (i ∈ A) (Gaussian 337

distribution with the mean = 0 and the standard deviation = 338

0.5). We use the same settings as those in Simulation 3. 339

Table V presents the results for δ = 1.05. 340

Compared with the uniform distributions, normal distrib- 341

ution groups approach the 80/20 distribution faster than the 342

uniform distribution groups, about (9 − 6)/9 = 33% faster 343

on average. Also, in a normal distribution, the ρs are more 344

dynamic than those in uniform distributions, i.e., some groups 345

need more reassignments and some less. 346

G. Simulation 7 347

In Simulation 4, we notice that there is not much difference 348

when we have different δ values. In this simulation, we try to 349
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Fig. 7. Number of assigned zero Q value agents.

set Q values in a different way from (4)350

Q[i, j ](t + 1)= Q[i, j ](t) × (1 + Le[i ]) × δ, (i ∈ A, j ∈ R)351

(5)352

where t = 0, 1, . . . , k to mean the tth reassignment and Q(0)353

means the initial Q. By (5), we mean that the Q(t + 1)354

values are all changed from Q(t) by δ whatever the agents355

are assigned to roles or not. This idea follows the fact that a356

person’s qualification value for a role increases with not only357

role-playing experience but also personal development.358

In this simulation, other settings are the same as those in359

Simulation 4. Interestingly, we obtain the same conclusion as360

that of Simulation 4, i.e., the factor δ does not affect evidently361

the ρs. Table VI shows two sets of the collected data.362

H. Simulation 8363

All the simulations just stop when the distribution364

approaches 80/20. What happens if the reassignments con-365

tinue? We assure that such a simulation may create 90/10,366

95/5, and even worse distributions. However, the reassign-367

ments are meaningless after the 80/20 distribution happens.368

Let us explain the reason. From the presented random case369

in Fig. 7, we notice that three agents holding zero (<0.005)370

Q values are assigned with roles. This is an indication of371

the reason why it is not rational to continue reassignments372

without serious reformation of the society. That is, there will373

be more and more zero Q value holders in the assignments.374

Zero Q value holders can be translated as death, inability,375

or other unsustainable states. According to the definition of376

GRA, an assignment with zero Q value holders means that377

the group (the community or the society) is not workable.378

According to the assumption of RBC and GRA, there is a379

manager or BOG for a society. Usually, the manager should380

not allow the society to continue such role assignments. This381

should be a reason for 80/20 distributions not to worsen, e.g.,382

85/15, 90/10, or more.383

With this clue, we design a new simulation. Setting 100384

initial Qs, where Q[i, j ](0) ∈ [0, 1] (i ∈ A, j ∈ R) and385

follows the uniform distribution. We use m = 172 to mean386

that 10% of the people do not have jobs, n = 4, L = {1,387

5, 25, 125},
∑3

j=0 L[ j ] = 156, Le[i ] ∈ [−0.6, 0.6](i ∈ A),388

and δ = 1.05. We use (4) to revise Qs after reassignment.389

Fig. 7 presents the 100 random cases and the number of390

TABLE VI

COMPARISON BETWEEN TWO DIFFERENT δS [Q IS REVISED BY (9)]

assigned agents with zero Q values, denoted as Za , when the 391

80/20 distribution is approached. Zero Q values mean those 392

less than 0.005 as we use two decimal points as the precision. 393

Other experiments use Le from [−0.5, 0.5], [−0.4, 0.4], 394

[−0.3, 0.3], and [−0.2, 0.2] and the data are shown 395

in Table VII. 396

Table VII confirms that when a society approaches the 80/20 397

distribution, it starts to let unqualified agents work for the 398

social roles and is not acceptable [7]. In Table VII, % means 399

the percentage of the random cases having Za > 0. For 400

example, when individual differences are large, i.e., [−0.6, 401

0.6], 97% of cases have roles played by unqualified agents. 402

Fortunately, when individual differences are small, i.e., [−0.2, 403

0.2], the group is still workable. However, the qualification 404

values for roles are very small, i.e., 10% of agents have a 405

qualification value less than 0.01 (the two bottom lines of 406

Table VII). To generalize what is presented in Table VII, 407

we can state that the society is becoming unstable when 408

80/20 happens and keeping optimizing role assignment makes 409

the society unhealthy. In other words, a worse distribution, 410

e.g., 85/15, makes the society unstable or unsustainable. 411

Some new research results mentioning worse distributions 412

of 90/10, 50/5, 30/2, or even 25/1 [3]. These situations require 413

the manager or BOG of a society to take special actions to keep 414

the society sustainable including welfare, training, or other 415

policies to avoid roles being played by the zero Q value 416

holders. 417

I. Simulation 9 418

We set up a new experiment with the same settings as 419

Simulation 4 but introduce a weight vector W = [8 4 2 1] 420

to mean the different importance of the corresponding roles. 421

Now we use Q�[i, j ] = Q[i, j ] × W [ j ] to replace Q[i, j ] 422

in Definition 1 (0 ≤ i < m, 0 ≤ j < 4). The results 423

shown in Table VIII confirm our prediction. That is, we have 424

smaller ρs in this simulation, compared with the numbers in 425

Simulation 4 and the right half of Table III. 426

The simulations can continue to introduce more factors or 427

schemes of change. The more factors are considered, the more 428

details of social phenomena can be revealed and explained. 429

We can continue in this direction in the future. 430

V. DISCUSSION 431

From Section IV, the 80/20 phenomenon is formed by 432

individuals and team inceptions. The σ ∗
20/σ

∗ can reflect many 433
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TABLE VII

Za S (<0.005) IN DIFFERENT RANGES OF Le VALUES

meanings in a society, such as the rate of the contributions,434

shares, or wealth distributed to the 20% people of the whole435

society, i.e., the 80/20 distribution is not formed by one-time436

role-assignment but by a series of role reassignments.437

A. Society’s Perspective438

It is evident that the Le values present the most impact439

on the ρs. The difference between the most energetic agents440

and the least energetic agents determines the pace of the441

80/20 distribution’s formation. The ρs indicate the speed for442

a society to approach the 80/20 distribution. In fact, other443

than energy, the Le values can be explained as the levels of444

strength, knowledge, intelligence, wisdom, goals, intentions,445

or other personal characteristics of an individual in a society.446

Therefore, from the result of the simulations, we can state that447

if there are differences among agents in personal characters,448

the 80/20 distribution is a must through a series of role449

reassignment, sooner or later. The more role reassignments per450

interval unit, the sooner the 80/20 distribution is approached.451

The results also show that agents are competing with each452

other. With long-term social activities, a few competitive453

agents (20%) will occupy most part of the social shares,454

including money, products, and wealth. Gradually, most less455

competitive agents (80%) can only share the leftover part456

(20%).457

From the simulations, we also notice that more idle agents458

do not make many differences for a group to approach the459

80/20 distribution. The reason is that those idle agents do not460

contribute anything to the team performance and do not take461

shares from the society. The impact of these idle agents is that462

we need more agents to compose the top 20% agents.463

A very typical data (Simulation 4) inform us an interesting464

fact that when the Le values belong to [−0.5, 0.5]. Note that,465

[−0.5, 0.5] expresses the energy difference of 1. It means that466

one agent can have three times of individual energy value467

of the others, i.e., 1.5:0.5. The number of reassignments to468

approach the 80/20 distribution is from 7 to 14. If we extend469

the group to express a country, where each agent means470

a hundred thousand people and each reassignment means a471

social reconfiguration and happens in 3–5 years. At the latest,472

around 70 (=5 × 14) years after the country is established473

with even distributions, the 80/20 distributions must occur. The474

earliest time for a country to obtain the 80/20 distribution is475

21 (=3 × 7) years.476

We conclude that the following factors have little impact477

on the formation of the 80/20 distribution from the society’s478

perspective: 1) the social incentive factor δ (Simulation 4);479

2) initial random Q matrix (with even or Gaussian distribution)480

TABLE VIII

ρS AFTER W INTRODUCED

TABLE IX

INITIAL Q VALUES AND Le VALUES OF THE AGENTS THAT ARE INITIALLY

IN A20%(T ∗) AND FINALLY KICKED OUT

(Simulations 5 and 6); and 3) the distributions of random Q 481

values and Le values (Simulation 6). 482

If σ is taken as the collected social wealth and ρ as the 483

indicator of time, then a larger individual difference leads to 484

a faster collection of social wealth (Simulation 8, Table VII; 485

Simulation 9, Table VIII). To make 80/20 distribution hap- 486

pen later, we may need to shrink the impacts of individual 487

differences. However, this shrinking is unfair for energetic 488

people. This contradiction reflects another issue of equality or 489

equity [17]. A social paradox is revealed, i.e., if we encourage 490

individual difference, we collect social wealth more quickly 491

but the gap between haves and have-nots becomes larger; if we 492

discourage individual difference, we have to accept a slower 493

social development or collect social wealth more slowly. 494

B. Individual’s Perspective 495

From the data collected through Simulation 7, we extract a 496

random case to analyze individuals’ contributions or distrib- 497

utions. The setting of this random case is m = 172, n = 4, 498

L = {1, 5, 25, 125}, Le[i ] ∈ [−0.6, 0.6](i ∈ A), and δ = 1.05. 499

The Q(0) matrix (Q[i, j ](0) ∈ [0, 1], i ∈ A, j ∈ R) is too 500

large to present. 501

We present some Q values to help the analysis. In this case, 502

the group uses one initial assignment (0) plus eight reassign- 503

ments (1–8) to obtain the 80/20 distribution. A typical phe- 504

nomenon is that most (85.29%) agents (29 out of 34 agents) 505

with top energy values will finally be the top 20% agents (34). 506

For the five agents that are kicked out of the top 20% 507

finally, the related Q(0) and Le values are shown in Table IX. 508

For the five agents that join the top 20% at the assignment 509

making the 80/20 distribution, the related Q(0) values are 510

shown in Table X. 511

In Tables IX and X, the bolded numbers mean that the 512

agents are assigned to the corresponding roles. All the five 513

agents that are kicked out are assigned to the roles that are not 514

their most qualified ones, while those five agents finally joining 515
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TABLE X

INITIAL Q VALUES AND Le VALUES OF THE AGENTS IN A20%(T ∗)

TABLE XI

Q VALUES OF AGENT 52 IN THE REASSIGNMENT

TABLE XII

INITIAL Q VALUES AND Le VALUES OF THE AGENTS THAT LOSE ROLES

the top 20% agents are assigned to their most qualified roles.516

The agents kicked out of the top 20% either have negative517

energy values or small initial qualification values.518

There is an exception that agent 52 does not have a high519

initial Q value and is not assigned any role in the first two520

(0, 1) assignments. However, it starts to get a position from521

the third (#2) assignment. Another interesting fact is that agent522

52 does not always belong to the top 20% agents. It enters the523

top 20% only in the fourth (#3) and ninth (#8) assignments.524

Agent 52 reflects a person who is at the edge, if we scatter525

the top 20% agents in a circle, where the agents in the center526

have more shares than those far from the center.527

Table XI shows the evolution of agent 52 in the assignment,528

where the bolded numbers mean that it is assigned with a role.529

When approaching the 20/80 distribution, all the agents (16)530

that are not assigned with roles have their Q values down to531

0 or near 0s. The initial Q values of these 16 agents and their532

energy values are shown in Table XII.533

The limitations of the presented simulations come from534

the assumptions. We assumed that the number of agents in535

a society is constant. Also, we use the one-time assignment536

to express the distribution and wealth accumulation. These 537

assumptions have rationalities to some extent. However, there 538

might be more pertinent assumptions for future work. 539

VI. RELATED WORK 540

There are many applications of the Pareto 80/20 principle in 541

various areas [1, 18–23]. Chen et al. [18] use the 80/20 rule 542

notations in the area of library management as well as an 543

index approach to the modeling. Their results show that the 544

time factor has no effect on the shape of the Pareto curve 545

θ(x), where x is the fraction of total holdings with more 546

than a number of circulations and θ is the fraction of total 547

circulations due to the holding x . The curve is determined 548

by an entry rate and the quantity of holding. Singson and 549

Hangsing [19] investigate the implication of the 80/20 rule 550

in the large academic library consortia in India. They criti- 551

cize the 80/20 rule for “sometimes indicating a pattern that 552

is widely off the mark” but find it effective for academic 553

administrators to justify purchase through usage statistics for 554

cost-effectiveness journals and improve the quality in journal 555

acquisition. 556

Pocatilu et al. [20] apply the 80/20 principle in quality 557

control during software development, i.e., 80% of users are 558

actually using only 20% of the features and 80% of errors are 559

generated by 20% of the detected bugs. Yamashita et al. [4] 560

examine the applicability of the Pareto principle to core devel- 561

opment teams in open-source software development. Their 562

findings indicate that the 80/20 rule is not compatible with 563

the core teams of many GitHub projects. We believe that it is 564

because the core teams for GitHub projects are all among the 565

initial steps of development. Grosfeld-Nir et al. [22] propose 566

an analytical tool (an index including A, B, and C category) to 567

assist managers in applying the 80/20 principle to accomplish 568

their tasks. They combine their proposed index with the Pareto 569

focusing methodology including steps of classification, differ- 570

entiation, and allocation. Cooper et al. [1] study infectious 571

disease control where the Pareto rule states that 80% of 572

transmission is done by 20% of the individuals, called super- 573

spreaders. They conclude that the 20% “super-spreader” cohort 574

accounts for only part of the infections. O’Neill [23] study the 575

errors in student writing, aiming to identify what is known as 576

“the critical few” errors that could improve writing up to 80%. 577

They conclude that the Pareto charts demonstrate a consistent 578

focus on 3–6 errors (e.g., comma, words, passive, and spelling) 579

thus proving the point for school instructors to focus on the 580

“vital few” to improve writing quality by a large amount 581

(≈80%). 582

Matthews [24] argues that equality of opportunity (EOO) 583

would make every parenting choice a matter of public policy, 584

to be regulated accordingly. She states that EOO is a distrac- 585

tion, which takes people’s eyes off the prize and spreads the 586

logic making actual inequality worse. Bommier and Zuber [25] 587

try to reveal the nature of the Pareto principle. They show that 588

the Pareto principle is generally not true in time-consistent 589

intertemporal models where some uncertainty prevails. In con- 590

clusion, they cannot find two social Paretian social observers, 591

with one being more inequality than the other one. That is, 592
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there must be some uncertainty. Kaplow and Shavell [26] think593

that social policies should be assessed “entirely on the basis594

of their effects on individuals’ well-being.” They demonstrate595

how notions of fairness perversely reduce welfare and prove596

an account of notions of fairness that explains their intuitive597

appeal in their conclusion that is, social policies should not598

be treated as independent principles in policy assessments.599

Rosanvallon [27] believes that EOO is not just a measurement600

of distribution but a social relation. Theories of EOO should601

be a foundation for policy making to reduce inequalities.602

Benhabib et al. [28] explore the dynamic and stationary wealth603

distribution of wealth using Pareto distribution. They conclude604

that capital income and estate taxes can significantly reduce605

wealth inequalities and increase the institutions favoring social606

mobility. Levy and Levy [29] study the implication of high607

wealth levels of Pareto wealth distribution and whether this608

difference is due to differential talent or simply luck. They609

believe that the empirical observation of the Pareto distribution610

implies that luck but not differential talent is the main driving611

force toward inequality at high wealth levels. Even though612

they try to reveal the nature of the Preto 80/20 distribution,613

their methods, goals, and conclusions are very different from614

this article.615

We simulate phenomena in social systems in [8] and [31].616

The results confirmed several common-sense statements.617

Matrix Q brings in various social meanings, which pro-618

vide numerous opportunities for social simulations using619

E-CARGO and GRA. Our previous work on RBC [5], [6],620

E-CARGO [5]–[12], and GRA [7]–[12] provide a solid621

foundation for the proposed research. Self-citations seem622

unavoidable.623

VII. CONCLUSION624

The contribution of this article is a novel way to study625

the Pareto 80/20 principle from the viewpoint of iterative626

role assignment, i.e., using the GRA to simulate the trend of627

distributions.628

Other interesting findings are as follows.629

1) The 80/20 principle is untrue when a society is formed630

at the beginning (Theorem 1).631

2) The 80/20 phenomenon is produced by multiple opti-632

mized reassignments of roles to the people (agents) in633

the society. If agents are different, the 80/20 distribution634

is a must.635

3) The formation of the 80/20 distribution can be slow or636

fast due to different individual or social incentives. The637

most influential factor in the speed of 80/20 distribution638

formation is individual differences.639

4) The 80/20 principle exists because worse distributions640

make a society unstable and unsustainable. The admin-641

istrator usually takes actions to avoid the original trend642

continuing when the 80/20 distribution happens, or the643

society does not exist anymore.644

5) This article reveals a social paradox: emphasizing indi-645

vidual differences inevitably leads to rapid social wealth646

accumulation and polarization and ignoring such dispar-647

ities certainly causes slow social wealth accumulation.648

We may conduct interesting investigations in the future. 649

1) Based on the proposed method, it is very interesting 650

if we assume that a society grows in populations. This 651

assumption is more pertinent for countries in the world 652

because most countries’ populations are increasing if 653

there are no wars or disasters. 654

2) A more challenging and interesting research is to 655

conduct simulations for open or hierarchical societies, 656

i.e., the agents can leave one society and join other 657

societies, agents may be promoted to an upper-level 658

society from a lower one. 659

3) We may consider explicit wealth collection in the con- 660

secutive assignments and may simulate more details 661

of social development. Note that, (4) and (5) reflect 662

implicitly the wealth collection in an abstract way. 663

4) Following the clue of this article, we may apply GRA, 664

RBC, or E-CARGO to other economic or social laws and 665

rules to assure, confirm, or reveal hidden knowledge for 666

these laws, such as the Peter principle [32] and Matthew 667

effect [33]. 668

5) Agent modeling [34]–[38] is widely used in simula- 669

tions. It is an interesting topic to analyze and compare 670

the simulation results of GRA-based and agent-based 671

approaches. 672
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